Dear NUMBERS,
Spring is definitely the builder season, this week we have achieved so much amazing progress to share with you:

The number of tokens supported by the search engine officially surpasses 100M! When we look back, this is
definitely a historical moment. Achieving good data coverage is never easy, but we are moving toward our
goal steadily.
A new episode of Behind The Project podcast has been released: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=ynCH1oC9C5I. This time, we talked with the New York based creator, Giovanna Sun, to share her opinion on
the NFT boom from an artist's perspective, and how blockchain serves to affect physical galleries.
We have also shared the integration of Numbers content ID on Viewblock, the multi-networks explorer. As
Viewblock and Numbers share the same vision that cross-network will be the future and users should not
worry about which network they want to use, this integration is a great milestone for us. Find out more details
in this article: https://link.numbersprotocol.io/3yRnpfa
It is also an exciting week for #NUMARMY because we have reached 10,000 holders on BSC. This is an
important step because it means we are now qualified to apply for the listing in Trust Wallet!
A new article to explain the relationship between NUM Point and NUM token is released. This article covers the
reasons why we need NUM Point, how the price of NUM Point is pegged, and how NUM token is burnt if NUM
Point is consumed. If you have not yet read it, here it is: https://link.numbersprotocol.io/39ZxOuZ

Same as every weekend, the team will take some rest with a slower response. We will be well-prepared for the
coming days. Hope every NUMBERS supporter may also have a good weekend. Our dear moderators will keep
supporting you.
Oh! In case you miss it, don’t forget to fill out the form in our Medium post
https://link.numbersprotocol.io/3z2DXRh for the special holder campaign to celebrate the recent success of the
NFT Search Engine!

Best Regards,

Tammy Yang
Founder of Numbers Protocol
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